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Abstract—We present the Flash flooding protocol for rapid network flooding in wireless sensor networks. Traditional flooding protocols can be very slow because of neighborhood contention: nodes cannot propagate the flood until neighboring nodes have finished their transmissions. The Flash flooding protocol avoids this problem by allowing concurrent transmissions among neighboring nodes. It relies on the capture effect to ensure that each node receives the flood from at least one of its neighbors, and introduces new techniques to either recover from or prevent too many concurrent transmissions. We evaluate the Flash flooding protocol on both a 48-node wireless sensor network testbed and in a trace-based simulator. Our results indicate that the Flash flooding protocol can reduce latency by as much as 80%, achieving flooding latencies near the theoretical lower bound without sacrificing coverage, reliability or power consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

A network flood is a protocol that relays a message from a source node to all other nodes in the network. Network floods are common and important operations that are at the heart of most wireless sensor network (WSN) algorithms. They are the starting point for routing tree creation [9], [37], clock synchronization [29], code and data dissemination [22], [28], [36], node localization [34], and group formation [27]. Network floods form the foundation upon which essentially all other global network operations are built.

However, network floods are costly in terms of both latency and bandwidth. In most cases, the flood must be propagated by all nodes in order to ensure complete and reliable coverage of the network and therefore a key cause of flooding latency is neighborhood contention: nodes at the flood’s frontier cannot propagate the flood immediately because they must wait for nodes in the flood’s interior. Our experiments show that neighborhood contention typically makes flooding six times slower than the theoretical lower bound. This problem is exacerbated in low-duty cycle networks where protocols like LPL [5], [32] and X-MAC [2] send extremely long packets: in networks with one-second long packets, a node may have to wait several seconds for its parent and neighbors to finish transmitting before it can propagate the flood. Long delays in turn reduce overall flooding throughput: a flooding protocol that requires 15 seconds to complete can only relay 4 messages per minute to the network, while a protocol that completes in 1 second can relay 60 messages per minute.

In this paper, we explore several ways to improve flooding latency by exploiting the capture effect, which is the ability of some radios to correctly receive one of several concurrently transmitted messages, even if the received strengths of the two messages are almost the same [21]. We exploit this in a network flooding scenario by allowing nodes to concurrently propagate a flooding message. Since all nodes transmit the same flooding message, they can do so concurrently as long as every node receives the message from at least one of them. Our hypothesis is that this approach will decrease flooding latency by eliminating neighborhood contention, without sacrificing coverage, reliability or power consumption.

Several recent studies have shown that too many concurrent transmissions result in packet loss despite the capture effect [41]. Therefore, a fine balance must be achieved: being too aggressive with concurrency will result in collisions and packet loss while being too conservative will result in latency due to neighborhood contention. We develop techniques to automatically control the number of concurrent transmissions and to restart floods that have halted due to collisions and packet loss. We call the combination of these techniques the Flash flooding protocol. We evaluate Flash by running it on a 48-node wireless testbed called VineLab that uses the ChipCon CC2420 radio [4]. We also evaluate at larger scale and at higher density with a simulator that uses thousands of empirical data traces that we collected on VineLab. Our results indicate that Flash can reduce latency in high-duty cycle networks by 75% and in low-duty cycle networks by 80% while still achieving 100% coverage. These results approach the theoretical lower bound on flooding latency.

Rapid flooding can have immediate impact on many WSN applications. For example, rapid floods will allow the Mari-onette macroprogramming system to send more commands to the network each second and improve the execution speed [36]. Rapid floods will enable the Clairvoyant debugger to more quickly freeze all nodes in order to inspect global distributed state [39]. Finally, Flash will be a critical component for rapid wakeup in event detection networks, a canonical application of WSNs. Low-duty cycle WSNs may be deployed across Southern California to monitor for wildfires, or across entire cities to monitor for traces of chemical or biological weapons, and an event detection in such networks should trigger the entire network to quickly wake up and respond to the situation. The Flash flooding protocol will dramatically reduce the response time of such networks. Our experiments focus on WSNs where network flooding is extremely common but our techniques and results should generalize to all mesh networks.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The capture effect, also called co-channel interference tolerance, is the ability of some radios to receive a signal from one transmitter despite interference from another transmitter, even if the relative strengths of the two signals are almost the same [21]. If a packet radio exhibits the capture effect, it automatically receives one packet in what we call stronger-first collisions, where the stronger packet arrives first. In this case, the weaker packet arrives while the stronger packet is already being received, as shown in Figure 1(b), and does not cause interference. Therefore, the stronger packet is received but the weaker packet is lost. This phenomenon has been demonstrated in many networks, including 802.11 networks [20]. In a stronger-last collision, the stronger packet corrupts the end of the weaker packet and both messages are lost, as shown in Figure 1(c).

The ability to receive a packet during a collision can provide a number of important benefits for wireless networking, including higher throughput, lower latency and improved spatial reuse. For example, capture has been shown to increase throughput and decrease delay in Aloha [1], [30] and 802.11 networks [3], [16], [17], [40] with no additional effort. Some physical and link layer protocols have explicitly exploited the capture effect in order to improve performance such as Capture Division Packetized Access (CDPA) [8] and Power Control during Transmission (PCT) [19]. Similarly, the capture effect has been used as a mechanism for providing different quality of service to different clients by allowing them to control transmission power [31]. Others have shown that physical layer approaches can be used to detect collisions and to recover packets from stronger-last collisions [35]. Conflict maps have been used to control concurrent point-to-point transmissions [15]. In this paper, we exploit the capture effect to improve the latency and throughput of network flooding.

The Flash flooding protocol has two variants that target both always-on and low-power networks, respectively. In low-power networks, the nodes typically duty cycle between active state and sleep state in order to conserve energy. This allows nodes to sense periodically while still achieving lifetimes of months or years. One common way to maintain communication between low-duty cycle nodes is called low-power listening (LPL) where each packet is preceded by a preamble that is as long as a node’s sleep interval [5], [32]. All nodes are guaranteed to wake up and check the channel at least once when this preamble is being transmitted, at which point they remain in the active state until the preamble is completed and the message is received. X-MAC has recently improved on this approach by replacing the preamble with a repeating pattern of the data packet [2]. This allows the receiver to return to sleep mode immediately after it receives any copy of the packet. In a network flood, LPL and X-MAC produce high latency because each node must wait for its parent’s transmission to finish before repeating the packet. Neighborhood contention exacerbates these delays because a node waits for its neighbors and even its parent’s neighbors to finish transmitting. Despite its high latency, a flood using LPL or X-MAC is currently the only existing technique that can be used for network-wide flooding in low-duty cycle CSMA networks. The techniques we present in this paper substantially improve on the latency of an LPL flood.

Many protocols such as SPIN [12], Trickle [23] and Deluge [13] have been proposed for flooding wireless sensor networks, but all of these focus on either reliability or message overhead; none of them explicitly optimize for latency. Many previous papers have also studied low-latency and real-time communication such as SPEED [11] and others [33], but these papers propose point-to-point, multicast, or data collection protocols; none of them propose low latency flooding protocols. Other approaches have studied low-latency and real-time communication in low-duty cycle networks, a process which we call rapid wakeup. Most use some form of phase synchronization such as D-MAC [25]. Similar approaches have been developed to minimize latency for floods, end-to-end paths, and ring topologies [18], [24], [26]. However, these approaches require the synchronization of sleep phases with respect to some source or destination. They do not provide low-latency communication from arbitrary locations in the network. Furthermore, they place constraints on the sleep cycles and phase of nodes in the network which are often modified by the application for other purposes such as sensing. Our approaches in this paper do not require phase synchronization and are application independent.

III. THE FLASH APPROACH

The Flash flooding protocol exploits the capture effect to reduce flooding latency by allowing nodes to propagate the flood simultaneously, thereby eliminating neighborhood contention. We explore this approach in two fundamental network scenarios in wireless sensor networks: (i) high-duty cycle networks where all nodes are always on and (ii) low-duty cycle networks where nodes sleep most of the time and wake up only periodically to see if a message is being sent. We make no assumptions about the duty cycle phase of each node with respect to its neighbors and the entire network is asynchronous.
We present Flash in three parts. Section III-A describes the most basic implementation called Flash-I, which is observed to suffer from coverage and reliability problems. Section III-B describes a version called Flash-II that addresses these problems. Section III-C describes a second variant called Flash-III that improves flooding throughput in low-duty cycle networks. We present these schemes in the context of the network shown in Figure 2. In this diagram, node A is the source node and has nodes B, C and D in its transmission range. Node D is a neighbor of both B and C, but nodes B and C are not neighbors to each other.

A. Flash-I: Complete Concurrency

Flash-I is identical to a standard flooding protocol except that nodes do not use media access control before propagating the flood. Thus, nodes in a Flash-I flood repeat the message as soon as they receive it, even if their neighbors are still transmitting. They do not perform clear channel assessment (CCA) as would a node in a CSMA network, nor do they wait their turn as would a node in a TDMA network. The result is that multiple nodes in the same neighborhood will be transmitting simultaneously. Flash-I can be applied in both high-duty cycle and low-duty cycle networks by transmitting either individual packets or X-MAC packet trains, respectively.

Figure 3 illustrates the dynamics of a Flash-I flood in a low-duty cycle version of the network shown in Figure 2. As soon as nodes B and C wake up, they each receive one of the messages in the source node A’s packet train and immediately begin transmitting their own packet trains without any CCA or MAC delay. Therefore, by the time C begins transmitting there are three packet trains being transmit simultaneously. This high level of concurrency may cause packet collisions despite the capture effect, and in Figure 3 node D does not receive the flood message because when it wakes up because there is a collision between the packets being sent by nodes A and B. Thus, Flash-I has the potential of achieving the theoretical lower bound on latency but is not guaranteed to achieve high network coverage. As discussed in Section V, our experiments show that Flash-I floods can stop prematurely due to collisions, without covering the entire network.

B. Flash-II: Maintained Concurrency

In Flash-II, each node sends a three-part flooding sequence. First, it immediately sends a packet transmission with no CCA or MAC delay, just like Flash-I. Then, it performs CCA and uses a MAC delay to wait for all neighbors to finish transmitting. Finally, it sends a second message, identical to the first. The purpose of the second packet is to reach any nodes that missed the first wave of packets due to concurrency and collisions. The CCA/MAC delay preceding the second message ensures that it will not interfere with the first wave of packets and that it will not itself be lost in a collision. The net effect is that the second packet is highly likely to reach any node or nodes that missed the first wave of packets, effectively jump starting the flood if it ended prematurely due to collisions. Flash-II can be applied straightforwardly to both high-duty cycle and low-duty cycle networks by using either single-packet transmissions or packet trains, respectively.

Flash-II has the potential to achieve the theoretical lower bound on flooding latency, just like Flash-I, while at the same time guaranteeing at least the same coverage and reliability as a traditional CSMA flood or X-MAC flood. If the first wave of packets stops prematurely due to collisions, Flash-II will introduce a single CCA/MAC delay before restarting the flood with a second message. Thus, in scenarios where Flash-I would not achieve full network coverage, Flash-II would achieve latencies slightly higher than the theoretical lower bound. Unlike Flash-I, Flash-II does not improve flooding throughput because the second transmissions take as long to complete as a traditional CSMA-like network flood.

C. Flash-III: Controlled Concurrency

Flash-I’s failure to achieve full network coverage highlights the fine balance that must be achieved to exploit the capture effect in a flood: being too aggressive with concurrency will result in collisions and packet loss, while being too conservative will result in latency due to neighborhood contention. This is particularly important for low-duty cycle networks where collisions are more likely because the long packet times increase the level of concurrency. To address this problem, Flash-III applies a new technique to sense the amount of transmission concurrency in a network. First, we introduce a small inter-packet spacing (IPS) between packets in the...
packet train. Second, we introduce a very small CCA before the packet train is sent, where \(CCA < IPS\).

The key idea behind Flash-III is that a nodes is more likely to pass the CCA check during low levels of concurrency because its CCA interval is more likely to coincide with the IPS intervals of the transmitting nodes. Therefore, it will also begin transmitting and will increase the level of concurrency. On the other hand, a node is unlikely to pass the CCA check during high levels of concurrency because its CCA interval is more likely to coincide with at least one packet. This is illustrated in Figure 4, where the flood begins when the source node \(A\) transmits a packet train. During this packet train, all of its neighbors \(B\), \(C\) and \(D\) wake up and hear a flooding message. The CCA of nodes \(B\) and \(C\) coincide with the IPS intervals and these nodes transmit immediately, but the CCA of node \(D\) overlaps with the packets of \(C\) and so it will wait until \(C\) has finished transmitting before propagating the flood. Node \(D\) could have transmitted if the other nodes had larger IPS intervals. Thus, Flash-III can control the maximum degree of concurrency through a parameter \(\alpha\), defined to be the ratio of the CCA and the IPS: \(\alpha = \frac{CCA}{IPS}\). When \(\alpha\) is small, nodes are more likely to transmit and a high degree of concurrency will be achieved, and vice versa. Thus, Flash-III is essentially the same as X-MAC when \(\alpha \geq 1\), and the same as low-duty cycle Flash-I when \(\alpha = 0\).

The value of \(\alpha\) can be chosen to manage the trade-off between flooding latency and reliability. In a sensitivity analysis, we found that a value of \(\alpha = 0.1\) to be quite robust, although details about these experiments are not included due to space limitations. The value of the IPS and CCA intervals can also be set to any value. In our experiments, we set the IPS equal to the packet length to ensure that a packet from one node will only overlap with at most one packet in the packet train of another node. We chose the CCA interval to be large enough not to produce too many false positives or false negatives. A longer IPS affects power consumption, as discussed in Section VI-B.

Flash-III has the potential to approach the theoretical lower bound on flooding latency but will always be slightly slower due to the small CCA before each packet train. Flash-III does not require a second transmission after the first, so any decrease in latency translates directly into an increase in throughput.

Figure 4. Flash-III flooding example: nodes B and C are able to transmit because the CCA period is smaller than the interpacket spacing. However, as the level of concurrency increases, node D is not able to transmit.

Figure 5. The VineLab topology used in our experiments. Line thickness and brightness indicates link quality at TX Power -10dBm.

IV. EVALUATION

We investigate the Flash protocol with two types of evaluation. First, we empirically evaluate the algorithms on a 48-node testbed. Second, we study the performance of the schemes at multiple scales and densities with our capture-aware simulator. As a baseline for comparison, we introduce an algorithm that provides the theoretical lower bound on the latency of any flooding scheme in an asynchronous network by assuming that all nodes can propagate the flood immediately without ever losing packets due to collision. For high-duty cycle networks, this will produce latencies equivalent to the hop count. For low-duty cycle, this will produce latencies slightly larger than hop count because latency also depends on the sleep phase of neighboring nodes. To maintain fairness when comparing latency, we only compare the algorithms that consistently provide full network coverage. Thus, Flash-I latencies are not included in the comparisons.

A. Testbed Evaluation

The Flash protocol is deeply dependent on the physical characteristics of the radio and physical environment in which it is deployed. Therefore, a study of Flash requires empirical validation and experimentation in a real network environment.

1) VineLab Testbed: To explore the capture effect in a realistic environment, we utilize the VineLab wireless sensor network testbed deployed in the Computer Science building at the University of Virginia. The testbed consists of 48 Tmote-sky motes designed by Sentilla. These motes have a Texas Instruments MSP430 low-power microcontroller and a ChipCon CC2420 IEEE 802.15.4 compliant low-power radio. The nodes are deployed in an office environment with faculty, students and staff working in close proximity to the nodes. Many of the walls in the building are reinforced with steel mesh, which can impede transmissions in the 2.4GHz band. In order to further increase variability in the network, some nodes are deployed as low as one meter from the ground, while others are located just below the three meter drop ceiling.

The topology of the network, along with connectivity information, is depicted in Figure 5. This connectivity map was
calculated based on hundreds of readings between nodes at a transmission power of -10dBm. This is the minimal transmission power level that provides a reasonable hop count across the network while maintaining a fully-connected network. The thickness and brightness of the lines are directly proportional to measured link quality.

2) Testbed Experiments: We empirically evaluate the flood latency of the lower-bound algorithm, X-MAC, Flash-II and Flash-III(α=0.1) using the VineLab testbed. The α value of Flash-III was based on the tests showing that full network coverage is guaranteed. For all runs of the experiment, we use node 20 as the source node and a fixed transmission power of -10dBm. This means that our network is approximately 8-hops large with an average node degree of 7.3. To collect the actual flood reception times of each node, we utilize a hybrid of several existing time synchronization protocols which have been demonstrated to achieve between 1-4 microsecond accuracy [6], [7]. We tested each scheme with 5 different sleep intervals: 200 msec, 400 msec, 600 msec, 800 msec, 1000 msec, and assigned random sleep phases to each node. Each experiment is repeated ten times.

The experimental results are shown in Figure 6, where the lines indicate the median values and the error bars represent the upper and lower quartiles over ten runs. The y-axis indicates the latency with which the first 90% of the network is woken up because we observed that the last 10% of the network can be very slow to receive the flood due to edge effects, as shown by the cumulative distributions in Figure 7, where the curves represent the median, upper, and lower quartiles over the ten trials. Each scheme shows a linear trend for the first 90% of nodes and a slow tail for the last 10%, and we therefore decided to compare the predominant trends rather than the edge effects.

Our results show that latency increases with the sleep interval. As the lower bound results show, no asynchronous flooding scheme can flood the network faster than 1.5 seconds at a sleep interval of 1000 milliseconds. X-MAC flooding completes in 10.8 seconds, while Flash-II and Flash-III complete in 4.3 seconds. Thus, Flash-II and Flash-III are about 60% faster than X-MAC in this flooding scenario. In the testbed experiments, Flash-II and Flash-III show similar performance because the network density is fixed on the physical testbed. With the concurrency sensing mechanism, Flash-III should outperform Flash-II in low-duty cycle networks with higher densities, as shown later in the simulation evaluation.

B. Simulation Evaluation

Our testbed experimental results indicate that network scale and density are likely to play a significant role in practical performance of Flash. Therefore, it is important to evaluate Flash at large scales and high densities. However, controlled experiments on randomly generated topologies are extremely difficult to perform on a physical testbed and testing at large scales or extremely high densities is impossible due to space and resource constraints. To address this problem, we have developed a new capture-aware simulation framework that represents the capture dynamics in our testbed by employing empirical traces and statistics. This simulator allows us to evaluate the schemes at scales and densities that are not feasible on the physical testbed.

1) Simulation Framework: We define transmitter set to be a combination of concurrent transmitters in a single receiver’s neighborhood. With a transmission power -10dBm, our VineLab testbed has an average node degree of 7.3 and 19,956 transmitter sets. We empirically measured which nodes receive a packet for each of these transmitter sets and stored the results in what we call a capture map. Our capture-aware simulator employs this capture map to accurately reproduce the capture dynamics of the testbed in simulation. Basically, we use the capture map as a lookup table. At every point in simulation and for each node, we check which of the node’s neighbors are currently transmitting. We take this set of transmitters and look them up in the capture map to see which nodes can receive. If the node in question is in the receiver set, we simulate that the node received a packet. Otherwise, we
simulate that the node experienced corruption and packet loss. To extend the simulation to larger scales, we tile our testbed by placing multiple copies next to each other. For example, a $4 \times 4$ tiling with 768 nodes is composed of 16 copies of the testbed. To extend the simulator to higher densities, we randomly add nodes to our original 48-node testbed.

The techniques used to stitch multiple testbeds together or to add nodes to the testbed in simulation are based on statistical models of the capture map. Details are not presented in this paper due to space limitations, but we do validate the fidelity of our simulation by comparing simulation results with the testbed results in Figure 6 and Figure 7. We use the same parameters in simulation and the empirical experiments, and compare the curves of the cumulative distribution functions in Figure 7 by applying a paired Student’s t-test to the empirical and simulated results. This compares the progression of the flood in the empirical experiments with those in simulation, instead of just comparing the final flooding latency. The results show that the flood progressions are identical, with p-values less than 0.01, using ten rounds of experiments over both scale and density simulation.

2) Simulation Experiments: We use the capture-aware simulator to evaluate Flash at multiple scales and densities and in both low-duty and high-duty cycle networks. These simulation experiments are complementary to our testbed results. With each scale or density, we run the algorithm twenty times in the simulator. The MAC backoff times in simulation are the same as the standard CC2420 radio stack in TinyOS.

a) Flooding with High Duty Cycle: Figure 8(a) shows the performance of Flash-II compared with CSMA flooding and the theoretical lower bound. Flash-III is not included in these experiments because it is only defined for low-duty cycle networks. On a $5 \times 5$ tiling of our testbed, CSMA flooding completes in about 240 milliseconds, while Flash-II completes in under 60 milliseconds. The theoretical lower bound is just under 50 milliseconds. Thus, Flash-II is nearly 75% faster than CSMA flooding and is only about 10% slower than the theoretical lower bound.

Figure 8(b) shows the same three schemes evaluated at multiple network densities. All these networks are the same as the $5 \times 5$ tiling with 768 nodes. Flash-II outperforms CSMA and is close to the lower bound as scale increases, but gets worse as densities increases. Meanwhile, the latency of CSMA flooding and the theoretical lower bound decrease with density.

Figure 9. Flash-II performance quickly degrades as density increases, while Flash-III($\alpha = 0.1$) approaches the theoretical lower bound. Flash-III is able to keep transmission concurrency at a constant level even as density increases.
size as our 48 node testbed, but have more nodes added to the topology at random locations. The results in this graph show that the latency of Flash-II increases with density. This is because higher density networks produce more concurrency and therefore more collisions. This result indicates that the advantage of Flash-II over CSMA flooding will diminish as density increases. However, even in a network with 240 nodes where the average node degree is as high as 35, Flash-II still outperforms CSMA flooding by almost 50%. Thus, for low latency floods, it will be rare for CSMA flooding to be more appropriate than Flash-II. It is interesting to note that latencies for both CSMA flooding and the theoretical lower bound actually decrease with higher density. This is because higher density networks are more likely to have nodes at the very edge of a node’s radio range, and so transmissions tend to travel farther on average. Furthermore, higher density networks are more likely to have nodes at the very frontier of the flood, where fewer nodes are transmitting and neighborhood contention is the lowest.

b) Flooding with Low Duty Cycle: Figure 9(a) shows the performance of Flash-II and Flash-III in low-duty cycle networks with a sleep interval of 1000 milliseconds, as compared with X-MAC and the theoretical lower bound. The results show similar trends to the high-duty cycle networks: with fixed network density, the Flash protocol outperforms X-MAC across multiple network sizes and approaches the lower-bound algorithm in low-duty cycle networks.

Figure 9(b) shows the latency of all the four schemes at multiple densities. Both Flash-II and Flash-III are significantly faster than X-MAC at low densities and not far from the theoretical lower bound. However, the latency of Flash-II increases with density, suggesting that the long packet trains increase concurrency to the point that packet loss during collisions begins to outweigh the benefits of avoiding neighborhood contention. At high density, Flash-II performs almost six times worse than the theoretical lower bound (although almost always better than X-MAC flooding), while Flash-III(\(\alpha = 0.1\)) approaches the theoretical lower bound. At high density, Flash-

III produces average latencies of about 2 seconds, which is about 80% faster than X-MAC flooding and close to the theoretical lower bound.

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Our experimental results reveal several trends regarding Flash: (i) Flash-I does not consistently cover the entire network, (ii) the latency of Flash-II and Flash-III increases linearly with scale when density is held constant and (iii) the latency of Flash-II increases with density while the latency of Flash-III decreases with density. All of these trends can be explained in terms of the balance between too much and too little transmission concurrency.

To explain this balance, we extract Figure 10 from the capture map collected on the VineLab testbed. This figure shows, for simultaneous transmissions from transmitter sets of various sizes, how many of the nodes with connectivity to those transmitters did or did not receive a packet. This histogram shows that the success ratio of capture at the receiver decreases as more nodes transmit simultaneously. However, the absolute quantity of nodes that receive the message increases as the size of the transmitter set increases to size four, and there is over a 50% chance that a receiver can successfully hear the message if the transmitter set has five nodes or less. Based on this observation, we expect the flood latencies to decrease at this density as concurrency levels increase to about four simultaneous transmissions and to increase as concurrency increases beyond five.

We then analyze the level of concurrency at different network densities of both X-MAC flooding and Flash-II flooding whose first wave is equivalent to Flash-I, as shown in Figure 11. At low density (48), most of the nodes in a Flash-I/II flood are exposed to five or fewer concurrent transmissions. As the density increases to 240, we see two different effects: (i) the number of concurrent transmissions increases and (ii) the mode shifts to the right. Thus, both the number of concurrent transmissions and the degree of concurrency increase as density increases. In networks with
On the other hand, Flash-II nodes send the flood message CSMA or X-MAC flood and does not incur any additional A. Flood Transmission independently.

are sent very infrequently. We analyze each of these costs cycle is most important in long-lifetime networks where floods when floods are used frequently, while the impact on duty cycle. Generally speaking, the cost of transmission is most important protocol and the impact of the flooding protocol on duty cycle. The energy consumption of Flash variants can be broken to sleep. This will increase the duty cycle of the nodes and reduce the latency of network floods in wireless networks. However, we also observed that MCDS usually fails to achieve full network coverage on the testbed due to link dynamics; the very low level of redundancy makes the algorithm fragile and sensitive to link failure. Furthermore, our experimental results indicate that MCDS does not make much difference in terms of flooding latency and the benefit of MCDS only become apparent at very high network densities.

B. Duty Cycling

In low-duty cycle networks, Flash-I and Flash-II send exactly the same packet trains that would be sent by X-MAC flooding. So the nodes do not need to change the way that they wake up to check the channel for incoming packets. On the other hand, Flash-III may use an increased IPS, which means that the nodes must wake up for a longer time to check for incoming packets. Specifically, they must wake up and sense the channel for at least IPS + PL before going back to sleep. This will increase the duty cycle of the nodes and therefore decrease their lifetime. The amount of the increase can be calculated as \( \frac{IPS \times MIPS}{T} \), where \( T \) is the duty cycle period. Thus, for very large periods a small increase in IPS may not be significant, but for very small periods it will be. Typically, \( T \) will be relatively large for networks where power is a major concern and for typical values of \( T \) such as 60 seconds, Flash-III only consumes 0.001% more power than an X-MAC flood.

VI. ENERGY ANALYSIS

The energy consumption of Flash variants can be broken down to two parts: the cost of transmitting the flooding protocol and the impact of the flooding protocol on duty cycle. Generally speaking, the cost of transmission is most important when floods are used frequently, while the impact on duty cycle is most important in long-lifetime networks where floods are sent very infrequently. We analyze each of these costs independently.

A. Flood Transmission

Flash-I sends exactly the same number of messages as a CSMA or X-MAC flood and does not incur any additional power consumption due to transmission of the flood message. On the other hand, Flash-II nodes send the flood message twice, which doubles energy consumption due to transmission. Flash-III actually consumes less energy to propagate a flood than CSMA or X-MAC because the longer IPS used by Flash-III means that packet trains of a fixed length have fewer packets. The percentage of fewer packets transmitted is calculated as \( 1 - \frac{PL + MIPS}{PL + IPS} \), where \( PL \) is the packet length and MIPS is the minimum inter-packet spacing, which is a property of the radio hardware. We used an oscilloscope to measure these values on the CC2420 radio used in our experiments and found \( PL = 1.4 \) msec and \( MIPS = 0.8 \) msec. For the value \( IPS = 1.4 \) msec that we used in our experiments, as described in Section III-C, Flash-III transmits 21% fewer packets than X-MAC flooding.

The number of transmissions required to propagate a flood could conceivably be reduced by first finding a minimum connected dominating set (MCDS) and then limiting the flood propagation to only these nodes. This approach is orthogonal to Flash and could be applied to CSMA or X-MAC floods as well as Flash floods. We implemented the first algorithm provided by Guha and Khulle [10] in our testbed and simulator. The use of MCDS significantly improves the energy cost of Flash-II, consuming only 18% more energy than X-MAC flooding. However, we also observed that MCDS usually fails to achieve full network coverage on the testbed due to link dynamics; the very low level of redundancy makes the algorithm fragile and sensitive to link failure. Furthermore, our experimental results indicate that MCDS does not make much difference in terms of flooding latency and the benefit of MCDS only become apparent at very high network densities.

144 nodes or more, over half of all concurrent transmissions have more than five nodes which, as we saw in Figure 10, means that more than half the flood messages are being lost in collisions. This explains why the latency of Flash-II increases with network density. Also, it indicates the reason why Flash-I does not reliably cover the entire network. Figure 12 shows the percentage of times that the \( n \)th node to be reached by a Flash-II flood heard the first or second packet transmission from its parent. Since the first train in Flash-II is actually the same as Flash-I, these results imply that Flash-I can cover most of the network, though full coverage is almost never achieved.

Finally, Figure 10 also helps explain why the latency of CSMA, X-MAC and Flash-III floods decreases as density increases. The figure shows that the level of concurrency increases in an X-MAC flood as density increases. This is because carrier sensing is more likely to fail to prevent simultaneous collisions as more nodes contend for the channel. However, the concurrency levels are always lower than four, so any increase should be beneficial. The level of concurrency in Flash-III is determined by the value \( \alpha \), and presumably higher densities would be harmful to Flash-III when tested with higher values of \( \alpha \) where concurrency levels reach the threshold of four.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The Flash protocol enables multiple nodes to transmit concurrently in order to eliminate neighborhood contention and reduce the latency of network floods in wireless networks. Flash relies on the capture effect to ensure that packets are received during concurrent transmissions, exploiting the fact that all nodes in a flood transmit the same message so that
K. Jamieson, B. Hull, A. K. Miu, and H. Balakrishnan. Understanding practical impact. J. W. Hui and D. Culler. The dynamic behavior of a data dissemination protocol for wireless networks that explicitly exploits the CCA of a node overlaps with the IPS of all nodes currently transmitting. This protocol approaches the theoretical lower bound on flooding latency and sacrifices flooding throughput for reliability. The second mechanism, used in Flash-III for low-duty cycle networks only, is to use a large IPS and a very small CCA. The effect of this combination is to allow some but not too much concurrency and operate on the probability that the CCA of a node overlaps with the IPS of all nodes currently transmitting. This protocol adapts the theoretical lower bound on flooding latency and does not compromise reliability or power consumption. Flash is the first network flooding protocol for wireless networks that explicitly exploits the capture effect to optimize for latency. The implementation of Flash only involves changes to tens of lines of code with respect to the standard CC2420 radio stack of TinyOS [42], which will allow this protocol to have an immediate and practical impact.
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